
DECEMBER 2017

COWBOY ACTION MONTHLY MATCH

STAGE 1

PLEASURE PALACE/HOTEL

10 REVOLVER  10 RIFLE  4+ SHOTGUN

• STAGING:  Revolvers loaded with 5 rounds each & holstered. Rifle 

loaded with 10 rounds on center table. Shotgun open/empty on 

right table.

• START POS:  Shooter starts at either left or right table. Hands on 

hips. When ready says: “ I’d like the honeymoon suite please”.

• PROCEDURE:  ATB from left table with revolvers engage “P” targets 

with a Lawrence Welk sweep starting on either end. Move to right

table and engage any 4 shotgun targets. Move to center table, 

release swinger and with rifle engage “R” and swinger targets with a 

1-2-4-2-1 sweep starting on either end stationary target. 
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DECEMBER 2017

COWBOY ACTION MONTHLY MATCH

STAGE 2 

PLEASURE PALACE/HOTEL

10 REVOLVER  10 RIFLE 6+ SHOTGUN

STAGING:  Revolvers loaded with 5 rounds each & holstered. Rifle 

loaded with 10 rounds on center table. Shotgun open/empty on right 

table. 

START POS:  Shooter may start at either left or right table. Hands on 

revolvers. When ready says: ”What’s for Dinner?”

PROCEDURE:  ATB from left table with revolvers engage outside “P”

targets with 3 rounds each,  THEN inside “P” targets with 2 rounds each. 

Move to right table and engage 6 shotgun targets until down. Move to 

center table, release swinger and with rifle engage “R” & swinger 

targets with a  1-1-6-1-1 sweep starting on either end stationary target. 

PLEASURE PALACE/HOTEL
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DECEMBER 2017

COWBOY ACTION MONTHLY MATCH

STAGE 3

FORT DEFIANCE

10 REVOLVER  10 RIFLE  4+ SHOTGUN

STAGING: Revolvers loaded with 5 rounds each & holstered. Rifle loaded 

with 10 rounds on doorway table. Shotgun open/empty on doorway table.

START POS:  Shooter may start at any position, and shoot  firearms in any 

order, rifle may not be last. When ready says:  “These boots make my feet 

sore!”

PROCEDURE:  ATB: With revolver/s –as necessary  from W1 or W4, engage 

“P” targets with a 5 round Nevada sweep starting on center target. Repeat 

instructions from opposite window (you may shoot rifle and shotgun 

between revolver strings). With rifle from doorway sweep “R” targets twice, 

each sweep must be in the same direction, shooter may start on either end. 

With shotgun at center doorway engage 4 shotgun targets until down. 
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COWBOY ACTION MONTHLY MATCH

STAGE 4

MIDNIGHT STAR SALOON

10 REVOLVER  10 RIFLE 4+ SHOTGUN
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STAGING: Revolvers loaded with 5 rounds each & holstered. Rifle loaded with 10 

rounds. Shotgun open/empty on Bar. 

START POS:  Shooter starts in Saloon doorway rifle in hands. When ready says: “Is 

that yer horse staggering down the road?”

PROCEDURE:  ATB with the rifle engage each “R” target at least once. Move to 

either the Bar or the Poker table. With shotgun at the Bar engage any flyer target 

& two shotgun targets. Engage MU target for 1st missed flyer only.  OPTIONAL: 

Shooter may engage 2nd flyer target for a 10 second bonus. Move to the Poker 

table and with revolvers engage “P” targets in a “Twister Sweep.”

”Twister Sweep”: P1-P2-P3-P4    P2-P3   P4-P3-P2-P1.
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COWBOY ACTION MONTHLY MATCH

STAGE 5

MIDNIGHT STAR SALOON

10 REVOLVER  10+1 RIFLE  4+ SHOTGUN

STAGING:  Revolvers loaded with 5 rounds each & holstered. Rifle 

loaded with 10 rounds on center table. Shotgun open/empty on Bar. 

START POS:  Shooter starts at center table, SASS default. When ready 

says: “ This stuff tastes like coal oil, where’s the real whiskey?”. 

PROCEDURE:  ATB with the rifle and revolvers, engage “RP” targets with 

3 rounds each any order, rifle may be reloaded anytime after the beep. 

Move to Bar and engage a flyer target &  2 shotgun targets. Engage MU 

target for missed 1st flyer target only. Optional: shooter may engage 

2nd flyer target for a 10 second bonus. 
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